The rapid spread of electronic health records raised an interest to large-scale information extraction from clinical texts. Considering such a background, we are developing a method that can extract adverse drug event and effect (adverse-effect) relations from massive clinical records. Adverse-effect relations share some features with relations proposed in previous relation extraction studies, but they also have unique characteristics. Adverse-effect relations are usually uncertain. Not even medical experts can usually determine whether a symptom that arises after a medication represents an adverseeffect relation or not. We propose a method to extract adverse-effect relations using a machine-learning technique with dependency features. We performed experiments to extract adverse-effect relations from 2,577 clinical texts, and obtained F 1 -score of 37.54 with an optimal parameters and F 1 -score of 34.90 with automatically tuned parameters. The results also show that dependency features increase the extraction F 1 -score by 3.59.
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Abstract
The rapid spread of electronic health records raised an interest to large-scale information extraction from clinical texts. Considering such a background, we are developing a method that can extract adverse drug event and effect (adverse-effect) relations from massive clinical records. Adverse-effect relations share some features with relations proposed in previous relation extraction studies, but they also have unique characteristics. Adverse-effect relations are usually uncertain. Not even medical experts can usually determine whether a symptom that arises after a medication represents an adverseeffect relation or not. We propose a method to extract adverse-effect relations using a machine-learning technique with dependency features. We performed experiments to extract adverse-effect relations from 2,577 clinical texts, and obtained F 1 -score of 37.54 with an optimal parameters and F 1 -score of 34.90 with automatically tuned parameters. The results also show that dependency features increase the extraction F 1 -score by 3.59.
Introduction
The widespread use of electronic health records (EHR) made clinical texts to be stored as computer processable data. EHRs contain important information about patients' health. However, extracting clinical information from EHRs is not easy because they are likely to be written in a natural language. We are working on a task to extract adverse drug event and effect relations from clinical records. Usually, the association between a drug and its adverse-effect relation is investigated using numerous human resources, costing much time and money. The motivation of our task comes from this situation. An example of the task is presented in Figure 1 . We defined an adverse-effect relation as a relation that holds between a drug entity and a symptom entity. The sentence illustrates the occurrence of the adverse-effect hepatic disorder by the Singulair medication. A hepatic disorder found was suspected drug-induced and the Singulair was stopped.
adverse-effect relation

symptom drug
A salient characteristic of adverse-effect relations is that they are usually uncertain. The sentence in the example states that the hepatic disorder is suspected drug-induced, which means the hepatic disorder is likely to present an adverse-effect relation. Figure 2 presents an example in which an adverse-effect relation is suspected, but words to indicate the suspicion are not stated. The two effects of the drug--the recovery of HbA1c and the appearance of the edema--are expressed merely as observation results in this sentence. The recovery of HbA1c is an expected effect of the drug and the appearance of the edema probably represents an adverse-effect case. The uncertain nature of adverse-effect relations often engenders the statement of an adverse-effect relation as an observed fact. A sentence including an adverse-effect relation occasionally becomes long to list all observations that appeared after administration of a medication. Whether an interpretation that expresses an adverse-effect relation, such as drug-induced or suspected to be an adverse-effect, exists in a clinical record or not depends on a person who writes it. However, an adverse-effect relation is associated with an undesired effect of a medication. Its appearance would engender an extra action (e.g. stopped in the first example) or lead to an extra indication (e.g. but … appeared in the second example). Proper handling of this extra information is likely to boost the extraction accuracy.
The challenge of this study is to capture relations with various certainties. To establish this goal, we used a dependency structure for the adverse-effect relation extraction method. Adverse-effect statements are assumed to share a dependency structure to a certain degree. For example, if we obtain the dependency structures as shown in Figure 3 , then we can easily determine that the structures are similar. Of course, obtaining such perfect parsing results is not always possible. A statistical syntactic parser is known to perform badly if a text to be parsed belongs to a domain which differs from a domain on which the parser is trained (Gildea, 2001) . A statistical parser will likely output incomplete results in these texts and will likely have a negative effect on relation extraction methods which depend on it. The specified research topic of this study is to investigate whether incomplete dependency structures are effective and how they behave in the extraction of uncertain relations. ) is a task to extract semantic relations between nominals. The task includes "Cause-Effect" relation extraction, which shares some similarity with a task that will be presented herein. Saeger et al. (2008) presented a method to extract potential troubles or obstacles related to the use of a given object. This relation can be interpreted as a more general relation of the adverse-effect relation. The protein-protein interaction (PPI) annotation extraction task of BioCreative II (Krallinger et al., 2008 ) is a task to extract PPI from PubMed abstracts. BioNLP'09 Shared Task on Event Extraction (Kim et al., 2009 ) is a task to extract bio-molecular events (bioevents) from the GENIA event corpus. Similar characteristics to those of the adverse-effect relation are described in previous reports in the bio-medical domain. Friedman et al. (1994) describes the certainty in findings of clinical radiology. Certainty is also known in scientific papers of biomedical domains as speculation (Light et al., 2004) . Vincze et al. (2008) are producing a freely available corpus including annotations of uncertainty along with its scope.
Dependency structure feature which we utilized to extract adverse-effect relations are widely used in relation extraction tasks. We present previous works which used syntactic/dependency information as a feature of a statistical method. Beamer et al. (2007) , Giuliano et al. (2007) , and Hendrickx et al. (2007) all used syntactic information with machine learning techniques in SemEval-2007 Task:04 and achieved good performance. Riedel et al. (2009) used dependency path features with a statistical relational learning method in BioNLP'09 Shared Task on Event Extraction and achieved the best performance in the event enrichment subtask. Miyao et al. (2008) compared syntactic information of various statistical parsers on PPI.
Corpus
We produced an annotated corpus of adverseeffect relations to develop and test an adverseeffect relation extraction method. This section presents a description of details of the corpus.
Texts Comprising the Corpus
We used a discharge summary among various documents in a hospital as the source data of the task. The discharge summary is a document created by a doctor or another medical expert at the conclusion of a hospital stay. Medications performed during a stay are written in discharge summaries. If adverse-effect relations were observed during the stay, they are likely to be expressed in free text. Texts written in discharge summaries tend to be written more roughly than texts in newspaper articles or scientific papers. For example, the amounts of medications are often written in a name-value list as shown below: "When admitted to the hospital, Artist 6 mg1x, Diovan 70 mg1x, Norvasac 5 mg1x and BP was 145/83, but after dialysis, BP showed a decreasing tendency and in 5/14 Norvasac was reduced to 2.5 mg1x."
Why Adverse-Effect Relation Extraction from Discharge Summaries is Important
In many countries, adverse-effects are investigated through multiple phases of clinical trials, but unexpected adverse-effects occur in actual medications. One reason why this occurs is that drugs are often used in combination with others in actual medications. Clinical trials usually target single drug use. For that reason, the combinatory uses of drugs occasionally engender unknown effects. This situation naturally motivates automatic adverse-effect relation extraction from actual patient records.
Corpus Size
We collected 3,012 discharge summaries 1 written in Japanese from all departments of a hospital. To reduce a cost to survey the occurrence of adverse-effects in the summaries, we first split the summaries into two sets: SET-A, which contains keywords related to adverseeffects and SET-B, which do not contain the keywords. The keywords we used were "stop, change, adverse effect", and they were chosen based on a heuristic. The keyword filtering resulted to SET-A with 435 summaries and SET-B with 2,577 summaries. Regarding SET-A, we randomly sampled 275 summaries and four annotators annotated adverse-effect information to these summaries to create the adverse-effect relation corpus. For SET-B, the four annotators checked the small portion of the summaries. Cases of ambiguity were resolved through discussion, and even suspicious adverse-effect relations were annotated in the corpus as positive data. The overview of the summary selection is presented in Figure 4 . 1 All private information was removed from them. The definition of private information was referred from the HIPAA guidelines.
Quantities of Adverse-Effects in Clinical Texts
55.6% (=158/275) of the summaries in SET-A contained adverse-effects. 11.3% (=6/53) of the summaries in SET-B contained adverseeffects. Since the ratio of SET-A:SET-B is 14.4:85.6, we estimated that about 17.7% (=0.556×0.144+0.113×0.856) of the summaries contain adverse-effects. Even considering that a summary may only include suspected adverse-effects, we think that discharge summaries are a valuable resource to explore adverse-effects.
Annotated Information
We annotated information of two kinds to the corpus: term information and relation information.
(1) Term Annotation Term annotation includes two tags: a tag to express a drug and a tag to express a drug effect. Table 1 presents the definition. In the corpus, 2,739 drugs and 12,391 effects were annotated.
(2) Relation Annotation Adverse-effect relations are annotated as the "relation" attribute of the term tags. We represent the effect of a drug as a relation between a drug tag and a symptom tag. drug Definition and Examples tag <drug relation="1">ACTOS(30)</drug> brought both <symptom relation="1">headache<symptom> and <symptom relation="1">insomnia</symptom>. <drug relation="1">Ridora</drug> resumed because it is associated with an <symptom relation="1">eczematous rash</symptom>. <drug relation="1">ACTOS(30)</drug> brought both <symptom relation="1">headache<symptom> and <symptom relation="1">insomnia</symptom>. <drug relation="1">Ridora</drug> resumed because it is associated with an <symptom relation="1">eczematous rash</symptom>. * If a drug has two or more adverse-effects, symptoms take a same relation ID. 
Extraction Method
We present a simple adverse-effect relation extraction method. We extract drug-symptom pairs from the corpus and discriminate them using a machine-learning technique. Features based on morphological analysis and dependency analysis are used in discrimination. This approach is similar to the PPI extraction approach of Miyao et al. (2008) , in which we binary classify pairs whether they are in adverse-effect relations or not. A pattern-based semi-supervised approach like Saeger et al. (2008) , or more generally Espresso (Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006) , can also be taken, but we chose a pair classification approach to avoid the effect of seed patterns. To capture a view of an adverseness of a drug, a statistic of adverse-effect relations is important. We do not want to favor certain patterns and chose a pair classification approach to equally treat every relation. Extraction steps of our method are as presented below.
STEP 1: Pair Extraction
All combinations of drug-symptom pairs that appear in a same sentence are extracted. Pairs Case Frame Chain Verb, case frame, and object triples that appear between a pair: e.g. "examine" -"de"(case particle) -"inhalation", "begin" -"wo"(case particle) -"medication".
Case Frame Dependency Chain
Verb, case frame, and object triples included in the minimal dependency path of a pair. Table 3 . Features used in adverse-effect extraction.
with the same relation ID become positive samples; pairs with different relation IDs become negative samples. Figure 5 shows examples of positive and negative samples. STEP 2: Feature Extraction Features presented in Table 3 are extracted. The text in the corpus is in Japanese. Some features assume widely known characteristics of Japanese. For example, the dependency feature allows a phrase to depend on only one phrase that appears after a dependent phrase. Figure 6 portrays an example of a dependency chain feature. In the example, most terms were translated into English, excluding postpositions (PP) and auxiliaries (AUX), which are expressed in italic. To reduce the negative effect of feature sparsity, features which appeared in more than three summaries are used for features with respective IDs 5-8.
STEP 3: Machine Learning
The support vector machine (SVM) (Vapnik, 1995) is trained using positive/negative labels and features extracted in prior steps. In testing, an unlabeled pair is given a positive or negative label with the trained SVM.
Experiment
We performed two experiments to evaluate the extraction method.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 aimed to observe the effects of the presented features. Five combinations of the features were evaluated with a five-fold cross validation assuming that an optimal parameter combination was obtained. The experiment conditions are described below: A. Data 7,690 drug-symptom pairs were extracted from the corpus. Manually annotated information was used to identify drugs and symptoms. Within 7,690 pairs, 149 pairs failed to extract the dependency chain feature. We removed these 149 pairs and used the remaining 7,541 pairs in the experiment. The 7,541 pairs consisted of 367 positive samples and 7,174 negative samples.
B. Feature Combinations
We tested the five combinations of features in the experiment. Manually annotated information was used for the symptom type feature. Features related to morphemes are obtained by processing sentences with a Japanese morphology analyzer (JUMAN 2 ver. 6.0). Features related to dependency and case are obtained by processing sentences using a Japanese dependency parser (KNP ver. 3.0; Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994) .
C. Evaluations
We evaluated the extraction method with all combinations of SVM parameters in certain ranges. We used LIBSVM 3 ver. 2.89 as an implementation of SVM. The radial basis function (RBF) was used as the kernel function of SVM. The probability estimates option of LIBSVM was used to obtain the confidence value of discrimination.
The gamma parameter of the RBF kernel was chosen from the range of [2 -20 , 2 0 ]. The C parameter of SVM was chosen from the range of [2 -10 , 2 10 ]. The SVM was trained and tested on 441 combinations of gamma and C. In testing, the probability threshold parameter p between [0.05, 0.95] was also chosen, and the F 1 -scores of all combination of gamma, C, and p were calculated with five-fold cross validation. The best F 1 -scores and their parameter values for each combination of features (optimal F 1 -scores in this setting) are portrayed in Table 4 . The precision-recall distribution of F 1 -scores with feature combination C is presented in Figure 7 .
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 aimed to observe the performance of our extraction method when SVM parameters were automatically tuned. In this experiment, we performed two cross validations: a cross validation to tune SVM parameters and another cross validation to evaluate the extraction method. The experiment conditions are described below: A. Data The same data as Experiment 1 were used. B. Feature Combination Feature combination C, which performed best in Experiment 1, was used. C. Evaluation 3 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm Two five-fold cross validations were performed. The first cross validation divided the data to 5 sets (A, B, C, D, and E) each consisting of development set and test set with the ratio of 4:1. The second cross validation train and test all combination of SVM parameters (C, gamma, and p) in certain ranges and decide the optimal parameter combination(s) for the development sets of A, B, C, D, and E. The second cross validation denotes the execution of Experiment 1 for each development set. For each optimal parameter combination of A, B, C, D, and E, the corresponding development set was trained and the trained model was tested on the corresponding test set. The average F 1 -score on five test sets marked 34.90, which is 2.64 lower than the F 1 -score of Experiment 1 with the same feature combination.
Discussion
The result of the experiment reveals the effectiveness of the dependency chain feature and the case-frame chain feature. This section presents a description of the effects of several features in detail. The section also mentions remaining problems in our extraction method.
Effects of the Dependency Chain Feature and Case-frame Features
A. Dependency Chain Feature
The dependency chain features improved the F 1 -score by 3.59 (the F 1 -score difference between feature combination A and B). This increase was obtained using 260 improved pairs and 127 deproved pairs. Improved pairs con- tribute to the increase of a F 1 -score. Deproved pairs have the opposite effect. We observed that improved pairs tend to have longer morpheme distance compared to deproved pairs. Figure 8 shows the relation between the number of pairs and the morpheme distance of improved pairs and deproved pairs. The ratio between the improved pairs and the deproved pairs is 11:1 when the distance is greater than 40. In contrast, the ratio is 2:1 when the distance is smaller than 40. This observation suggests that adverseeffect relations share dependency structures to a certain degree.
We also observed that in improved pairs, dependency errors tended to be low. Figure 9 presents the manually counted number of dependency errors in the 141 sentences in which the 260 improved pairs exist: 65.96 % of the sentences included 1-3 errors. The result suggests that the dependency structure is effective even if it includes small errors.
B. Case-frame Features
The effect of the case-frame dependency chain feature differed with the effect of the dependency chain feature. The case-frame chain feature improved the F 1 -score by 0.90 (the F 1 -score difference between feature combination B and C), but the case-frame dependency chain feature decreased the F 1 -score by 0.36 (the F 1 -score difference between feature combination C and E). One reason for the negative effect of the case-frame dependency feature might be feature sparsity, but no clear evidence of it has been found.
Remaining Problems
A. Imbalanced Data
The adverse-effect relation pairs we used in the experiment were not balanced. Low values of optimal probability threshold parameter p suggest the degree of imbalance. We are considering introduction of some kind of methodology to reduce negative samples or to use a machine learning method that can accommodate imbalanced data well.
B. Use of Medical Resources
The extraction method we propose uses no medical resources. Girju et al. (2007) indicate the effect of WordNet senses in the classification of a semantic relation between nominals. Krallinger et al. (2008) report that top scoring teams in the interaction pair subtask used sophisticated interactor protein normalization strategies. If medical terms in texts can be mapped to a medical terminology or ontology, it would likely improve the extraction accuracy.
C. Fully Automated Extraction
In the experiments, we used the manually annotated information to extract pairs and features. This setting is, of course, not real if we consider a situation to extract adverse-effect relations from massive clinical records, but we chose it to focus on the relation extraction problem. We performed an event recognition experiment (Aramaki et al., 2009 ) and achieved F 1 -score of about 80. We assume that drug expressions and symptom expressions to be automatically recognized in a similar accuracy.
We are planning to perform a fully automated adverse-effect relations extraction from a larger set of clinical texts to see the performance of our method on a raw corpus. The extraction F 1 -score will likely to decrease, but we intend to observe the other aspect of the extraction, like the overall tendency of extracted relations.
Conclusion
We presented a method to extract adverseeffect relations from texts. One important characteristic of adverse-effect relations is that they are uncertain in most cases. We performed experiments to extract adverse-effect relations from 2,577 clinical texts, and obtained F 1 -score of 37.54 with optimal SVM parameters and F 1 -score of 34.90 with automatically tuned SVM parameters. Results also show that dependency features increase the extraction F 1 -score by 3.59. We observed that an increased F 1 -score was obtained using the improvement of adverse-effects with long morpheme distance, which suggests that adverse-effect relations share dependency structures to a certain degree. We also observed that the increase of the F 1 -score was obtained with dependency structures that include small errors, which suggests that the dependency structure is effective even if it includes small errors.
